
 

 

PPOOWWEERR  

PPOOEETTRRYY  
Poetry that expresses emotion and individuality  

We don't read and write poetry because it's cute. We read and write 

poetry because we are members of the human race. And the human race 

is filled with passion. And medicine, law, business, engineering, these 

are noble pursuits and necessary to sustain life. But poetry, beauty, 

romance, love, these are what we stay alive for.  

--from Dead Poet's Society 

 



Reading and Marking Poetry 
 

Follow the chart instructions below to mark up a poem. Write in the margins 
beside the poem and underline or circle information you are identifying. The mark 

up will be your first step to creating a poetic analysis. 
 

Read the poem silently, once through. 
 

 
Read the poem out loud once. 

 
 

Underline your favorite line or phrase. 
 

 
Define any difficult or unusual vocabulary words. 

 
 

Identify the poem’s purpose.  Does it…  A) tell a story, B) express an emotion, 
or C) play with or explore language? 

 
 

Identify at least three poetic devices that are used frequently.  Identify the 
device in the margin and highlight/circle/underline them in the poem. 

 
 

Identify unusual attributes such as structure, line breaks, repetition, and 
punctuation. 

 
 

Read to the first punctuation mark or stanza break; write in the margin what 
you think that line/section means.  Continue to do this for each line or stanza 

(depending on length and complexity). 
 
 

Go back and re-read the poem silently again.  Notice what you have 
identified in your mark up, and think about how they affect the overall message 

of the piece. 
  



 
THE VOCABULARY OF POETRY 

 

I.  Words related to a poem’s content 
 

A.  Allusion: A reference to someone or something that is known from literature, history, 

        religion, mythology, politics, sports, or some other field most people are familiar with.   

   

B.  Hyperbole: A description that exaggerates or stretches the truth as a way of achieving some 

        special effect.  

 

C.  Imagery:  Vivid sensory impressions.  Images are often visual, but they may appeal to other 

       senses as well. Example:  Blue waves whitened against the cliff.  The air was damp and raw; 

       the streets wet and sloppy. 

 

D.  Irony:  A word or phrase is used to mean the exact opposite of its literal or normal 

        meaning. There are two types of irony in poetry. 

  verbal irony ~         in which the writer says one thing and means another 

  situational irony ~ in which there is a great difference between the 

                 purpose of a particular action and the result 

 

E.  Metaphor: A suggested or implied comparison between two things.  

  Simple Metaphor: The comparison is obvious and singular in usage. 

   Ex: The warrior is a lion in battle. 

  Extended Metaphor: Longer than a simple metaphor, it is an extended comparison 

   within a poem that consists of a series of related and sustained metaphors. 

 

F.  Mood:  The feeling a poem arouses in the reader such as happiness, peacefulness, anxiety,   

      misery, or other. 

 

  G.  Personification: A description in which a thing, quality, or idea is written about as if it 

       were a person.   

 

  H. Simile: A description that directly compares one thing to another by stating that one is like 

       or as the other.  For example, ―the warrior fights like a lion in battle.‖ 

 

  I.  Symbol: A person, place, thing, or event used to represent or stand for something else.  (For 

        example, a dove may be a symbol for peace, the color red may be a symbol for bloodshed or 

        hatred, and fruit might be a symbol of fertility and plenty.) 

 

J.  Theme: The central statement, message or idea in a poem.  The theme should relate a universal human      

     experience, an occurrence that is part of all or most humans‘ lives.  (For example, birth, 

       growing up, becoming an adult, love, community, friendship, laughter, fear, and death may 

       all be considered universal human experiences.) 

 

   

 

   

 

 

   

 

  



II.  Words related to the sounds in a poem 
 

  A.  Alliteration: Repetition of sounds, usually of the stressed syllable of words close together 

        in a poem (for example ‗fifty feathers afloat‘). 

 Assonance: the repetition of a vowel sound 

 Consonance: the repetition of a consonant sound 

 

  B.  Onomatopoeia: A poet‘s use of words with sounds that suggest their meanings (such as the 

       words hiss, buzz, sizzle, pop, woof, and hum). 

 

  C.  Repetition or echo: Repeating a sound, word, phrase, or structure within a poem to create a 

        sense of rhythm or emphasis. 

 

  D.  Rhyme: Use of words with sounds that are alike or similar.  End rhymes occur at the end 

        of lines of poetry; internal rhymes are found within a line of poetry. 

 

  E.  Rhyme Scheme:  A pattern of rhyme indicated by letters. 

 Example:  Roses are red (a) 

   Daisies are yellow (b) 

   Dawn rises at daybreak (c) 

   While Violet plays the cello (b) 

 

  F.  Rhythm:  The beat (or meter) of a poem, created by a patterned repetition or arrangement of 

       stressed and unstressed syllables. 

  

IV.  Words related to the “FORM” of a poem 
 

  A.  Stanza: The organization of a poem into sets of lines (similar to organization of groups of  

        sentences into paragraphs.)  A stanza is named according to the number of lines it contains. 

        For example, a two line stanza is called a couplet; a four-line stanza is classed a quatrain.   

 

  B.  Visual Format:  A way of describing how a poem looks on a page, in terms of lengths of  

        lines, the placement of blank spaces, and the like.  Sometimes poets write in the shape of  

        the subject of their poems – a snake or circle, for example. 

 

V.  Types of poems (We will add to this list throughout the unit.) 
 

  A.  Free Verse: Poetry with no regular patterns of rhyme or rhythm. 

 

 

B.  Narrative: A poem that tells a story. 

 

 

C. 

 

 

D. 

 

 

E. 

  



Day 1: Beginning of Class Starter: 

Using the image as inspiration, free write in the space below for five minutes. Pay attention 

to the emotion of the image, or the emotion the image causes you to feel:   



Day One:  Elation, Love, and the Power of Poetry 
“Poetry is a way of taking life by the throat.” 

Robert Frost 
 

Please check off each step as you proceed through the daily activities.  Everything you‘ll need to complete the 

activities is provided in this packet.   

 

 

_____1.) Review the ―Vocabulary of Poetry.‖  You will need to be familiar with these terms in order to 

―dissect‖ or analyze two popular poems.  Please spend ten minutes reviewing and quizzing with a partner. 

 

Define Theme: 

 

 

_____2.) Today we are going to discuss marking poetry and will read a few poems together; ―She Walks in 

Beauty by Lord Byron, ―True Love‖ by Robert Penn Warren, ―To Earthward‖ by Robert Frost, ―Love‘s 

Philosophy‖ by Percy Bysshe Shelly, and ―The Look‖ by Sara Teasdale.  Please refer to your poetry terms and 

analyze or ―dissect‖ each stanza of the poems.  Mark up the poems using the steps described on page 2.   Pay 

attention to literary devices and theme.  For each poem, answer if you think this is a ―universal‖ experience?  

Why or why not?  Please write your answer below the poem. 

 

_____3.) Select a poem from the collection labeled ―Formal Poetry Analysis Options‖. This will be the poem 

you will use to complete your five paragraph analysis to be turned in at the end of the unit.  

 

_____4.) Using the CD/CM outline on the back of this sheet, write a paragraph on the theme of your selected 

poem. In your topic sentence, identify the theme of the piece.  Use your CM sentences to illustrate how this 

theme does or does not meet its goal of connecting with the audience. *SAVE THIS OUTLINE FOR LATER 

IN THE UNIT.* 

 

Homework 

 

 Using your free write from the beginning of class, compose a five line poem that captures the essence 

of the image. Use some of the words or phrases from your freewrite. Your poem does NOT need to 

rhyme.  Focus on the contrasts, textures, shadows, balance, colors, and emotions. A typed, final draft 

is due next poetry session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Materials needed for the next meeting: 

 Typed Poem 

 Highlighter 

 Pen  

 Paper 

 Poetry Packet 



Extended CD/CM Paragraph 

Use the outline below to reference how to create an extended body paragraph.  Do not forget to use proper 
citation format and to eliminate garbage words. 

 

Topic Sentence (One Sentence):  

 

 

 

 

 CD #1: Concrete Detail. 

   

 

 

 

 

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

  

 

 

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

    

 

 

 

 

 CD #2: Concrete Detail. 

  

 

 

  

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

 

 

  

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion (1-2 Sentences) 

 

 

 

 

  



 
Day 1 POEMS 
 

She Walks In Beauty 
Lord Byron 

 
She walks in beauty, like the night 
Of cloudless climes and starry skies; 
And all that’s best of dark and bright 
Meet in her aspect and her eyes: 
Thus mellowed to that tender light           
Which heaven to gaudy day denies. 
 
One shade the more, one ray the less, 
Had half impaired the nameless grace 
Which waves in every raven tress, 
Or softly lightens o’er her face;            
Where thoughts serenely sweet express 
How pure, how dear, their dwelling-
place. 
 
And on that cheek, and o’er that brow, 
So soft, so calm, so eloquent, 
The smiles that win, the tints that glow,    
But tell of days in goodness spent, 
A mind at peace with all below, 
A heart whose love is innocent! 
 

  True Love 
Robert Penn Warren 

 
In silence the heart raves.It utters words 
Meaningless, that never had 
A meaning.I was ten, skinny, red-headed, 
 
Freckled.In a big black Buick, 
Driven by a big grown boy, with a necktie, she sat 
In front of the drugstore, sipping something 
 
Through a straw. There is nothing like 
Beauty. It stops your heart. It 
Thickens your blood. It stops your breath. It 
 
Makes you feel dirty. You need a hot bath. 
I leaned against a telephone pole, and watched. 
I thought I would die if she saw me. 
 
How could I exist in the same world with that brightness? 
Two years later she smiled at me. She 
Named my name. I thought I would wake up dead. 
 
Her grown brothers walked with the bent-knee 
Swagger of horsemen. They were slick-faced. 
Told jokes in the barbershop. Did no work. 
 
Their father was what is called a drunkard. 
Whatever he was he stayed on the third floor 
Of the big white farmhouse under the maples for twenty-five 
years. 
 
He never came down. They brought everything up to him. 
I did not know what a mortgage was. 
His wife was a good, Christian woman, and prayed. 
 
When the daughter got married, the old man came down wearing 
An old tail coat, the pleated shirt yellowing. 
The sons propped him. I saw the wedding. There were 
 
Engraved invitations, it was so fashionable. I thought 
I would cry. I lay in bed that night 
And wondered if she would cry when something was done to her. 
 
The mortgage was foreclosed. That last word was whispered.  
She never came back. The family 
Sort of drifted off. Nobody wears shiny boots like that now. 
 
But I know she is beautiful forever, and lives 
In a beautiful house, far away. 
She called my name once. I didn't even know she knew it. 

 



  

TO EARTHWARD 
Robert Frost 

 

Love at the lips was touch  
As sweet as I could bear;  
And once that seemed too much;  
I lived on air  
 
That crossed me from sweet things,  
The flow of was it musk  
From hidden grapevine springs  
Down hill at dusk?  
 
I had the swirl and ache  
From sprays of honeysuckle  
That when they're gathered shake  
Dew on the knuckle.  
 
I craved strong sweets, but those  
Seemed strong when I was young;  
The petal of the rose  
It was that stung.  
 
Now no joy but lacks salt  
That is not dashed with pain  
And weariness and fault;  
I crave the stain  
 
Of tears, the aftermark  
Of almost too much love,  
The sweet of bitter bark  
And burning clove.  
 
When stiff and sore and scarred  
I take away my hand  
From leaning on it hard  
In grass and sand;  
 
The hurt is not enough:  
I long for weight and strength  
To feel the earth as rough  
To all my length.  

 

 

Love's Philosophy 
   

Percy Bysshe Shelley  

  

The fountains mingle with the river    
And the rivers with the ocean,    
The winds of heaven mix for ever    
With a sweet emotion;    
Nothing in the world is single,  
All things by a law divine    
In one another's being mingle—    
Why not I with thine?    
    
See the mountains kiss high 
heaven,    
And the waves clasp one another;  
No sister-flower would be forgiven    
If it disdain'd its brother;    
And the sunlight clasps the earth,    
And the moonbeams kiss the sea—    
What is all this sweet work worth  
If thou kiss not me?  

 

 

 

The Look 
   

 Sara Teasdale 

Strephon kissed me in the 
spring, 
      Robin in the fall, 
But Colin only looked at me 
      And never kissed at all. 
 
Strephon's kiss was lost in jest, 
      Robin's lost in play, 
But the kiss in Colin's eyes 
      Haunts me night and day. 

 

 

   

 

http://poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/179
http://poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/658


 
 

  

 

 
Do Not Go Gentle into that Good Night 

Dylan Thomas 

 
Do not go gentle into that good night, 
Old age should burn and rave at close of day; 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
Though wise men at their end know dark is right, 
Because their words had forked no lightning they 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
 
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright 
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay, 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight, 
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way, 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
 
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight 
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay, 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
And you, my father, there on that sad height, 
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray. 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

Hope 
Emily Bronte 

 
HOPE was but a timid friend;  
She sat without the grated den,  
Watching how my fate would tend,  
Even as selfish-hearted men.  
 
She was cruel in her fear;  
Through the bars one dreary day,  
I looked out to see her there,  
And she turned her face away! 
 
Like a false guard, false watch keeping,  
Still, in strife, she whispered peace  
She would sing while I was weeping;  
If I listened, she would cease.  
 
False she was, and unrelenting;  
When my last joys strewed the ground,  
Even Sorrow saw, repenting,  
Those sad relics scattered round;  
 
Hope, whose whisper would have given  
Balm to all my frenzied pain,  
Stretched her wings, and soared to heaven.  
Went, and ne'er returned again!  

 

My Selection   My Selection   

Formal Poetry Analysis Options:  



  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

My Selection   

From Blossoms  
Li-Young Lee 

From blossoms comes  
this brown paper bag of peaches  
we bought from the boy  
at the bend in the road where we turned toward  
signs painted Peaches.  

From laden boughs, from hands,  
from sweet fellowship in the bins,  
comes nectar at the roadside, succulent  
peaches we devour, dusty skin and all,  
comes the familiar dust of summer, dust we eat.  

O, to take what we love inside,  
to carry within us an orchard, to eat  
not only the skin, but the shade,  
not only the sugar, but the days, to hold  
the fruit in our hands, adore it, then bite into  
the round jubilance of peach.  

There are days we live  
as if death were nowhere  
in the background; from joy  
to joy to joy, from wing to wing,  
from blossom to blossom to  
impossible blossom, to sweet impossible blossom. 

 

My Selection   

Formal Poetry Analysis Options (cont):  

Hanging Fire 
Audre Lorde 

 
I am fourteen 
and my skin has betrayed me 
the boy I cannot live without 
still sucks his thumb 
in secret 
how come my knees are 
always so ashy 
what if I die 
before morning 
and momma's in the bedroom 
with the door closed. 
 
I have to learn how to dance 
in time for the next party 
my room is too small for me 
suppose I die before graduation 
they will sing sad melodies 
but finally 
tell the truth about me 
There is nothing I want to do 
and too much 
that has to be done 
and momma's in the bedroom 
with the door closed. 
 
Nobody even stops to think 
about my side of it 
I should have been on Math Team 
my marks were better than his 
why do I have to be 
the one 
I have nothing to wear tomorrow 
will I live long enough 
to grow up 
and momma's in the bedroom 
with the door closed.  

 

http://hellopoetry.com/poet/audre-lorde/


Day 2: Beginning of Class Starter: 

Using the song as inspiration, free write in the space below for five minutes. Pay attention 

to the emotion of the song, or the emotion the sounds cause you to feel: 

  



Day Two 
Loss & Loneliness & Anguish 

  

Please check off each step as you proceed through the daily activities.  Everything you‘ll need to complete the 

activities is provided in this packet.   

 

_____1.) Review the ―Vocabulary of Poetry.‖  You will need to be familiar with these terms in order to 

―dissect‖ or analyze two popular poems.  Please spend 5 minutes reviewing and quizzing with a partner. 

 

Define Metaphor: 

 

 

Define Symbol: 

 

 

_____2.  Complete the chart titled ―Emotion: Metaphor and Symbolism‖ as a class. 

 

_____3.  Answer the questions on the ―Metaphors for Myself‖ page.  Think about your answers, and try to be 

thoughtful and creative.  Read the example answers and poem.  You will refer back to this page for tonight‘s 

homework! 

 

_____4.  Read silently to yourself  three of the five poems:‖Three Years She Grew‖ by William Wordsworth, 

―Desert Places‖ by Robert Frost, ―Alzheimer‘s‖ by Kelly Cherry, ―Traveling Through the Dark‖ by William 

Stafford, and ―The Blue Bowl‖ by Jane Kenyon. Mark up each poem with notes about how the colors, items, 

comparisons, and images represent human feelings.  

 

_____5.  Choose one of these five poems that you would like to focus on more intently.  With other students 

who selected the same poem, spend time discussing your ideas and your poetry mark up as a group. You may 

organize this reading/note taking/discussion time any way that works. The most important objective is that all 

people participate and get a chance to share ideas. Be sure to focus on the following topics: 

 a general description of the poem’s main ideas 

 how the symbols/metaphors work in the poem 

 which images represent which ideas 

 

_____5.) Using the CD/CM outline on the back of this sheet, write a paragraph on the use of 

symbolism/metaphors from your selected poem. In your topic sentence state what symbols/metaphors are used 

and if it is effectively demonstrated in your poem. Use your CM sentences to illustrate how symbolism is or is 

not used effectively in connecting with the audience.*SAVE THIS OUTLINE FOR LATER IN THE UNIT.* 

 

Homework 

 

Use your answers on the page “Metaphors for 

Myself” to create an eight to ten line poem.   

Re-read the example answers and poem for  

inspiration.  Your poem should be typed,  

final draft quality.  Due next poetry session.

Materials needed for the next meeting: 

 Typed Poem 

 Highlighter 

 Pen  

 Paper 

 SONG LYRICS from a song 

that you have an emotional 

connection to. 

  

At the touch of love everyone becomes a poet. 

Plato  



Emotion: Metaphor & Symbolism 

 
Emotions are often described metaphorically in poetry or represented by symbols. Think each emotion and 

describe how that emotion id exhibited or defined.  Then, write words and phrases that might represent each 

emotion.   For example, peace might be represented by a dove or white flag.. 

 

Emotion  Description/Definition-What makes you feel 

this way?  How is this emotion demonstrated? 
Possible Metaphors/Symbols  

Love /Ecstacy/Life/ 

Euphoria 

 

 

 

 

  

Hate/Rage/Betrayal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Despair/Lonely/Loss

/Anguish 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fear/Dread 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hope/Elation 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Pride/Confidence/ 

Empowerment/ 

Individuality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



Metaphors for Myself 

 
Directions: Answer the questions in order to come up with metaphors to describe yourself.  For your 

homework you will use your answers to compose an eight-line poem. You do NOT have to use all items from 
your list. (See example below) 
 

1) If I were a season, I would be 

 

2) If I were two colors, I would be 

 
3) If I were two actions, I would be 

 

4) If I were three sounds, I would be 

 

5) If I were three items found indoors, I would be 

 

6) If I were a room inside a house, I would be 

 

7) If I were an item from nature (outdoors), I would be 

 

8) If I were an animal, I would be 

 

9) If I were an emotion, I would be 

 
Example: 
 
If I were a season, I would be winter. 
If I were two colors, I would be maroon and forest green 
If I were two actions, I would be climbing and raging 
If I were three sounds, I would be silence, mellow, low tones 
If I were three things in a building, I would be a floor, couch, and bed 
If I were a room in a house, I would be the stairway 
If I were an item from nature, I would be wind 
If I were an emotion, I would be mysterious 
 
 

  Inside 
          Mikael la Torre 

 
You walk inside myself and it is winter on a dark night. 
Not summer nor fields of wildflowers. 
It is a huge field of rolling winds. 
You follow the sound of emptiness 
And you climb a stairway of mystery and curiosity 
Made of just pure thoughts. 
You are in my emptiness. 
You have your peace. 
The loneliness is a priviledge. 
  



Day 2 POEMS 

 

  

Three Years She Grew 
William Wordsworth 

 
Three years she grew in sun and shower, 
Then Nature said, "A lovelier flower 
On earth was never sown; 
This Child I to myself will take, 
She shall be mine, and I will make 
A Lady of my own." 

Myself will to my darling be 
Both law and impulse, and with me 
The Girl in rock and plain, 
In earth and heaven, in glade and bower, 
Shall feel an overseeing power 
To kindle or restrain. 

She shall be sportive as the fawn 
That wild with glee across the lawn 
Or up the mountain springs, 
And hers shall be the breathing balm, 
And hers the silence and the calm 
Of mute insensate things. 

The floating clouds their state shall lend 
To her, for her the willow bend, 
Nor shall she fail to see 
Even in the motions of the storm 
A beauty that shall mould her form 
By silent sympathy. 

The stars of midnight shall be dear 
To her, and she shall lean her ear 
In many a secret place 
Where rivulets dance their wayward round, 
And beauty born of murmuring sound 
Shall pass into her face. 

And vital feelings of delight 
Shall rear her form to stately height, 
Her virgin bosom swell, 
Such thoughts to Lucy I will give 
While she and I together live 
Here in this happy dell. 

Thus Nature spake--The work was done-- 
How soon my Lucy's race was run! 
She died and left to me 
This heath, this calm and quiet scene, 
The memory of what has been, 
And never more will be. 

 

Desert Places 
Robert Frost 

Snow falling and night falling fast, oh, fast  
In a field I looked into going past,  
And the ground almost covered smooth ins now,  
But a few weeds and stubble showing last.  

The woods around it have it - it is theirs.  
All animals are smothered in their lairs.  
I am too absent-spirited to count;  
The loneliness includes me unawares.  

And lonely as it is, that loneliness  
Will be more lonely ere it will be less -  
A blanker whiteness of benighted snow  
With no expression, nothing to express.  

They cannot scare me with their empty spaces  
Between stars where no human race is.  
I have it in me so much nearer home  
To scare myself with my own desert places.  

 



  

Alzheimer’s 
Kelly Cherry 

 
He stands at the door, a crazy old man 
Back from the hospital, his mind rattling 
like the suitcase, swinging from his hand, 
That contains shaving cream, a piggy bank, 
A book he sometimes pretends to read, 
His clothes. On the brick wall beside him 
Roses and columbine slug it out for space, claw the mortar. 
The sun is shining, as it does late in the afternoon 
in England, after rain. 
Sun hardens the house, reifies it, 
Strikes the iron grillwork like a smithy 
and sparks fly off, burning in the bushes-- 
the rosebushes-- 
While the white wood trim defines solidity in space. 
This is his house. He remembers it as his, 
Remembers the walkway he built between the front room 
and the garage, the rhododendron he planted in back, 
the car he used to drive. He remembers himself, 
A younger man, in a tweed hat, a man who loved 
Music. There is no time for that now. No time for music, 
The peculiar screeching of strings, the luxurious 
Fiddling with emotion. 
Other things have become more urgent. 
Other matters are now of greater import, have more 
Consequence, must be attended to. The first 
Thing he must do, now that he is home, is decide who 
This woman is, this old, white-haired woman 
Standing here in the doorway, 
Welcoming him in. 

Traveling Through the Dark 
William Stafford 

Traveling through the dark I found a deer 
dead on the edge of the Wilson River road. 
It is usually best to roll them into the canyon: 
that road is narrow; to swerve might make more dead. 
 
By glow of the tail-light I stumbled back of the car 
and stood by the heap, a doe, a recent killing; 
she had stiffened already, almost cold. 
I dragged her off; she was large in the belly. 
 
My fingers touching her side brought me the reason-- 
her side was warm; her fawn lay there waiting, 
alive, still, never to be born. 
Beside that mountain road I hesitated. 
 
The car aimed ahead its lowered parking lights; 
under the hood purred the steady engine. 
I stood in the glare of the warm exhaust turning red; 
around our group I could hear the wilderness listen. 

 
I thought hard for us all--my only swerving-- 
then pushed her over the edge into the river.  

 

 

The Blue Bowl 
Jane Kenyon 

Like primitives we buried the cat 
with his bowl. Bare-handed 
we scraped sand and gravel 
back into the hole. 
                               They fell with a hiss 
and thud on his side, 
on his long red fur, the white feathers 
between his toes, and his 
long, not to say aquiline, nose. 

We stood and brushed each other off. 
There are sorrows keener than these. 

Silent the rest of the day, we worked, 
ate, stared, and slept. It stormed 
all night; now it clears, and a robin 
burbles from a dripping bush 
like the neighbor who means well 
but always says the wrong thing. 

 



 

Extended CD/CM Paragraph 

Use the outline below to reference how to create an extended body paragraph.  Do not forget to use proper 
citation format and to eliminate garbage words. 

 

Topic Sentence (One Sentence):  

 

 

 

 

 CD #1: Concrete Detail. 

   

 

 

 

 

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

  

 

 

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

    

 

 

 

 

 CD #2: Concrete Detail. 

  

 

 

  

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

 

 

  

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion (1-2 Sentences) 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Day 3: Beginning of Class Starter: 

Using the image as inspiration, free write in the space below for five minutes. Pay attention 

to the emotion of the image, or the emotion the image causes you to feel:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Choose and highlight ten words from your freewrite.   

Compose a fifteen word poem about the emotions in the image. 

Write your poem in the box to the right.  

 



 

Day Three-ANGST &  RAGE 
 

_____1.  Share your Metaphor poem from your homework with your table 

group. 

 

_____2.) Review the ―Vocabulary of Poetry.‖  You will need to be familiar with these terms in order to ―dissect‖ 

or analyze two popular poems.  Please spend 3 minutes reviewing and quizzing with a partner. 

 

Define personification: 

 

 

Define allusion: 

 

_____3.  Take out the song lyrics that you brought with you today.  Use the next page to create a Found Poem. 

 

_____4.  Read silently to yourself  the three poems ―Open House‖ by Theodore Roethke, ―Hatred‖ by 

Gwendolyn B. Bennet and ―A Poison Tree‖ by William Blake. Mark up each poem with notes about how the 

colors, items, comparisons, and images represent human feelings.  

 

_____5.  Complete the following with your table partner: 

 Define ―HATE‖ and ―ANGER‖ and ―RAGE.‖  Discuss the differences between these 

closely related terms.  Discuss how each emotion feels. Share a time you‘ve felt such a 

strong dislike. 

 Discuss the nature of these emotions?  Why do we all experience this emotion?  Why do 

you think so many poems exist describing this emotion? 

 Come up with your own personification for Anger, Rage, Hate in the box below.  

 

 

 

 

 

_____6. Using the CD/CM outline on the back of this sheet, write a paragraph on the use of personification or 

allusion in your selected poem. In your topic sentence state what personification or allusion is used and if it is 

effectively demonstrated in your poem. Use your CM sentences to illustrate how this device is or is not used 

effectively in connecting with the audience.*SAVE THIS OUTLINE FOR LATER IN THE UNIT.* 

 

 

Homework 

 Type your Song Lyric Found Poem 

 Finalize your three body paragraphs of your Poetry Analysis Essay. 

 Bring in the typed drafts for the next meeting 

 All due next poetry meeting 

 

 

 

  

Breathe-in experience,  

breathe-out poetry.  

Muriel Rukeyser  

 

 

Materials needed for the next meeting: 

 Typed Poem 

 Highlighter 

 Pen  

 Paper 

 Three typed paragraphs 



 

 

FOUND POETRY 

 
To create a found poem, follow these steps: 

1. At the top of your page, list what emotion you believe the song illustrates. 

 

2. Highlight 10-15 words or phrases that speak to you or that you like best. Do not highlight complete 

lines, sentences, or verses. Limit your high-lighting of filler words and articles (the, a, thing, just, 

very, really) Make sure you highlight at least one noun, one verb, one adjective, and one poetic 

device.  

 

3. Re-arrange the highlighted phrases and words to create a poem.  Use the space below for your 

rough draft. Try to keep your poem true to the emotion you identified in the song. 

 

4. You may add no more than ten words of your own to the highlighted lyrics. 

 

5. The title of your poem will be the original emotion you identified, and somehow incorporate part or 

all of the original song title as well.  You will give joint authorship to yourself and the original 

songwriter. 

 

   



 

 

Day 3 POEMS 

 

  

Open House 
Theodore Roethke 

 
My secrets cry aloud. 
I have no need for tongue. 
My heart keeps open house, 
An epic of the eyes 
My love, with no disguise. 
 
My truths are al foreknown, 
This anguish self-revealed. 
I am naked to the bone, 
With nakedness my shield. 
Myself is what I wear: 
I keep the spirit spare. 
 
The spirit will endure, 
The deed will speak the truth 
In language strict and pure. 
I stop the lying mouth: 
Rage warps my clearest cry 
To witless agony. 

A POISON TREE. 
William Blake 

 
I was angry with my friend;  
I told my wrath, my wrath did end.  
I was angry with my foe:  
I told it not, my wrath did grow.  
 
And I waterd it in fears,  
Night & morning with my tears:  
And I sunned it with smiles,  
And with soft deceitful wiles.  
 
And it grew both day and night.  
Till it bore an apple bright.  
And my foe beheld it shine,  
And he knew that it was mine.  
 
And into my garden stole, 
When the night had veild the pole; 
In the morning glad I see; 
My foe outstretchd beneath the tree. 
 

Hatred 
Gwendolyn B. Bennet 

 
I shall hate you 
Like a dart of singing steel 
Shot through still air 
At even-tide, 
Or solemnly 
As pines are sober 
When they stand etched 
Against the sky. 
Hating you shall be a game 
Played with cool hands 
And slim fingers. 
Your heart will yearn 
For the lonely splendor 
Of the pine tree 
While rekindled fires 
In my eyes 
Shall wound you like swift arrows. 
Memory will lay its hands 
Upon your breast 
And you will understand 
My hatred. 



Extended CD/CM Paragraph 

Use the outline below to reference how to create an extended body paragraph.  Do not forget to use proper 
citation format and to eliminate garbage words. 

 

Topic Sentence (One Sentence):  

 

 

 

 

 CD #1: Concrete Detail. 

   

 

 

 

 

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

  

 

 

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

    

 

 

 

 

 CD #2: Concrete Detail. 

  

 

 

  

 CM 1: Commentary (Abstract) 

 

 

  

 

 

 CM 2 (build off of sentence 1): 

  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion (1-2 Sentences) 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 DAY 4: Beginning of Class Starter: 

Using the song or image as inspiration, free write in the space below for five minutes. Pay 

attention to the emotion of the image, or the emotion the image causes you to feel.  Highlight 

your strongest, most descriptive words when you are done.  



Day Four—Pride, Identity, Fight 

 

_____1.) Review the ―Vocabulary of Poetry.‖  You will 

need to be familiar with these terms in order to ―dissect‖ 

or analyze two popular poems.  Please spend 3 minutes 

reviewing and quizzing with a partner. Quiz next 

meeting over literary terms and devices. 

 

Define alliteration: 

 

 

 Define mood: 

 

 

_____2.) Exchange your Poetry Analysis Essay body paragraphs with a peer. As an editor, read with a critical 

eye. Does the author answer these questions?  

 What is the theme of the poem and is it a universal experience? 

 How effective is the author in developing symbolism/metaphors? 

 How effective is the author in using personification or allusion the poem?  

 Edit for spelling, filler or garbage words, first and second personal pronouns, punctuation. 

Conference with the paper's author on their clarity in expressing their ideas and choosing CD's to express these 

ideas. 

 

_____3.) Read and mark up Maya Angelou‘s ―Still I Rise.‖  How does Angleou‘s use of metaphor/symbol 

evolve throughout the poem? Compare her use of dirt and gold? How is liquid used in her poem?  Why these 

references to natural resources?  Who is the speaker of the poem talking to? What is the theme of this poem?  

What is the mood of the poem? 

 

_____4.) Read and mark up Langston Hughes‘s ―Life Ain‘t Been No Crystal Stair.‖  How does Hughes use of 

metaphor/symbol evolve throughout the poem? What are the stairs? What are some contrasting images in this 

poem?  Who is the speaker of the poem talking to? How does the theme compare/contrast with ―Still I Rise?‖  

How does the mood compare/contrast with ―Still I Rise?‖   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework 

 

Read Lucille Clifton‘s ―Homage to my Hips.‖  You are going to pick a feature (physical feature or 

personality) that you want to celebrate.  You could challenge yourself to celebrate a feature you perhaps 

consider less than perfect.  Write a 12-20 line poem following the style of Lucille Clifton.  She uses 

repetition, alliteration, and simple diction.  Use these elements in your poem that pays tribute to you. 

Title your poem, ―Homage to my__________.‖  Be prepared to share this with the class. 

 

 

  Materials needed for the next meeting: 

 Typed Poem 

 Highlighter 

 Pen  

 Paper 

When power leads man towards arrogance, poetry reminds 

him of his limitations. When power narrows the area of 

man‘s concern, poetry reminds him of the richness and 

diversity of existence. When power corrupts, poetry cleanses.  

John Fitzgerald Kennedy  

 



Day 4 POEMS 

 
Still I Rise 

            Maya Angelou 

 
You may write me down in history 
With your bitter, twisted lies, 
You may trod me in the very dirt 
But still, like dust, I'll rise. 
 
Does my sassiness upset you? 
Why are you beset with gloom? 
'Cause I walk like I've got oil wells 
Pumping in my living room. 
 
Just like moons and like suns, 
With the certainty of tides, 
Just like hopes springing high, 
Still I'll rise. 
 
Did you want to see me broken? 
Bowed head and lowered eyes? 
Shoulders falling down like teardrops. 
Weakened by my soulful cries. 
 
Does my haughtiness offend you? 
Don't you take it awful hard 
'Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines 
Diggin' in my own back yard. 
 
You may shoot me with your words, 
You may cut me with your eyes, 
You may kill me with your hatefulness, 
But still, like air, I'll rise. 
 
Does my sexiness upset you? 
Does it come as a surprise 
That I dance like I've got diamonds 
At the meeting of my thighs? 
 
Out of the huts of history's shame 
I rise 
Up from a past that's rooted in pain 
I rise 
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide, 
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide. 
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear 
I rise 
Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear 
I rise 
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, 
I am the dream and the hope of the slave. 
I rise 
I rise 
I rise. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Homage to my Hips 
Lucille Clifton 

 
these hips are big hips. 

they need space to  

move around in. 

they don't fit into little 

petty places. these hips 

are free hips. 

they don't like to be held back. 

these hips have never been enslaved, 

they go where they want to go  

they do what they want to do.  

these hips are mighty hips. 

these hips are magic hips. 

i have known them 

to put a spell on a man and  

spin him like a top  

 

Mother to Son 
Langston Hughes 

 
Life for me ain't been no crystal stair. 
It's had tacks in it, 
And splinters, 
And boards torn up, 
And places with no carpet on the floor— 
Bare. 
But all the time  
I'se been a-climbin' on, 
And reachin' landin's, 
And turnin' corners, 
And sometimes goin' in the dark 
Where there ain't been no light. 
So, boy, don't you turn back. 
Don't you set down on the steps. 
'Cause you finds it's kinder hard. 
Don't you fall now— 
For I'se still goin', honey, 
I'se still climbin', 
And life for me ain't been no crystal stair. 



Day Five 

 

 

 

Final Day 

 
_____1.) Quiz on "Vocabulary in Poetry". 

 

_____2.) Share your Homage Poem. Everyone must share. You will receive credit for reading your poem to 

the class or having someone else read it for you, in addition to meeting the expectations of the assignment. 

 

_____3.)Write the introduction and conclusion to your Poetry Analysis Essay. The final draft of this essay 

will be turned with your packet. 
 

_____4.) Introduction to Cinquain poetry. Turn the next page in your packet.  Read about cinquain poems.  

Read through the poems you have written for this class, look through your freewrites for inspiration, or pick an 

object that is meaningful to you for the subject of your cinquain poem.  This poems will be your exit slip 

today..   

 

 

 

Homework 

 

 Complete your final draft of your Poetry Analysis Essay.  Write this as you would any paper, 

organizing ideas into clear, interesting, and cohesive paragraphs, speaking in a strong voice with 

precise words, and keeping conventions CLEAN.  The final draft should be neat and complete, in 

standard paper format.  You will be turning this in with your final poetry packet 

 

 Compile your final poetry packet. See checklist to ensure you have all the pieces. Make sure you 

review the last page in your packet that clarifies what all needs to be in your final poetry packet 

that you will be turning in next week. 

 

 

 

  

Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape 

from emotion; it is not the expression of personality, but an 

escape from personality. But, of course, only those who 

have personality and emotions know what it means to want 

to escape from these things.  

T.S. Eliot  

 



 

Cinquain, despite its French-sounding name, is an American poetry form that can be traced back to 

Adelaide Crapsey. Crapsey, influenced by Japanese haiku, developed this poetic system and used it to express 
brief thoughts and statements. Other poets who popularized the form were Carl Sandburg and Louis 

Utermeyer. While the form does not have the extensive popularity of haiku, it is often taught in public schools 

to children because of the form’s brief nature. 
 
Most cinquain poems consist of a single, 22 syllable stanza, but they can be combined into longer works. A 

cinquain consists of five lines. The first line has two syllables, the second line has four syllables, the third line 
has six syllables and the fourth line has eight syllables, the final line has two syllables: 

2 syllables 
4 syllables 

6 syllables 
8 syllables 
2 syllables 

 

The line length is the only firm rule. 
 

Other Cinquain Guidelines 
 Write in iambs (Two syllable groupings in which the first syllable is unstressed and the second 

syllable stressed. For Example: i DRANK she SMILED we TALKED i THOUGHT) For the last line of the 
cinquain, however, both syllables should be stressed, NICE BAR.  

 Write about a noun. Cinquains generally fail if you try to make them about philosophies or other 
complex subjects. They should be about something concrete or simple, adding meaning through 

subtext and metaphor. 
 Don’t try to make each line complete or express a single thought. Each line should flow into the 

next or the poem will sound static.  
 Cinquains work best if you avoid adjectives and adverbs. This doesn’t mean you can’t have any, but 

focus on the nouns and the verbs. This almost always works best in a cinquain.  
 The poem should build toward a climax. The last line should serve as some sort of conclusion to the 

earlier thoughts. Often, the conclusion has some sort of surprise built into it.  

 

Follow this suggested guide for each line: 
 
Line 1: Title Noun 
Line 2: Description 

Line 3: Action 
Line 4: Feeling or Effect 
Line 5: Synonym of the initial noun. 

 

 

Sample Cinquain: 

 

Tucson Rain 
The smell 
Everyone moves 
To the window to look 
Work stops and people start talking 
Rain came 

 

 
Compose your rough draft in the box to the right. 
Write your final draft on a card from the front table. 
Mount your concquain on a piece of colored paper  
that matches the mood of your poem. 

 
http://www.poewar.com/poetry-in-forms-series-cinquain/ 

 



 

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 

Poetry Portfolio 

Due: ___________ 
 

At the end of your poetry study, you will turn in a collection of all of the work you have done. As you move 

through this unit, find a safe place to store everything. Use the list below to check off each item as it is 

completed and added to your collection.   

 

At the end of the study, put your collection together and number each page in the lower right-hand corners. 

Create a table of contents that identifies the page number where each item will be found, and complete the 

collection with a title page. On the back of the packet, attach this sheet. 

 

 

 

The following parts must be included, in the following order, in your compilation: 
  

_____  /3 A creative cover page that includes a title, your name, your regular LA/SS teacher‘s name, 

“Eighth Grade Poetry Packet” and the due date 

_____ /2 Table of contents—YOU WILL CREATE THIS! 

_____ /5 Five-line Poem (Stamped) 

_____ /10 Emotions & Metaphors Grid  

_____ /5 Metaphor for Myself poem (8-10 lines-Stamped) 

_____ /10 Song Lyrics AND Found Poem 

_____ /5 Rough Draft of Body Paragraphs (Stamped) 

_____ /5 Homage Poem (Stamped) 

_____ /10 Vocabulary in Poetry Quiz 

_____ /20 Final Poetry Analysis 

_____  /X THIS SCORE SHEET! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_____/75 Poetry Portfolio 

 
 

NAME: 

 

Regular LA Teacher: 

 

Poetry Teacher: 

 

Class/Period: 
 

 

 

_____/25 Participation 
 

 

 

_____/100 Total 
 



Poetry DAY 1 – Participation Points 

Name: ____________________  Teacher: _______________  Period: _____ 

Draft/Work In Progress      Required Materials     Participation            TOTAL 

        (4 points)    (3 points)    (3 points)   POINTS   

 

 
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Poetry DAY 2 – Participation Points 

Name: ____________________  Teacher: _______________  Period: _____ 

Draft/Work In Progress      Required Materials     Participation            TOTAL 

        (4 points)    (3 points)    (3 points)   POINTS   

 

 
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Poetry DAY 3 – Participation Points 

Name: ____________________  Teacher: _______________  Period: _____ 

Draft/Work In Progress      Required Materials     Participation            TOTAL 

        (4 points)    (3 points)    (3 points)   POINTS   

 

 
 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Poetry DAY 4 – Participation Points 

Name: ____________________  Teacher: _______________  Period: _____ 

Draft/Work In Progress      Required Materials     Participation            TOTAL 

        (4 points)    (3 points)    (3 points)   POINTS   

 
 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Poetry DAY 5 – Participation Points 

Name: ____________________  Teacher: _______________  Period: _____ 

Draft/Work In Progress      Required Materials     Participation            TOTAL 

        (4 points)    (3 points)    (3 points)   POINTS   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  


